Copper canister will be used in Scandinavia for final storage of spent nuclear fuel. The copper will be exposed to temperatures of up to 100 • C. The creep mechanism at near ambient temperatures has been assumed to be glide of dislocations, but this has never been verified for copper or other materials. In particular, no feasible mechanism for glide based static recovery has been proposed. To attack this classical problem, a glide mobility based on the assumption that it is controlled by the climb of the jogs on the dislocations is derived and shown that it is in agreement with observations. With dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations taking glide but not climb into account, it is demonstrated that creep based on glide alone can reach a quasi-stationary condition. This verifies that static recovery can occur just by glide. The DD simulations also show that the internal stress during creep in the loading direction is almost identical to the applied stress also directly after a load drop, which resolves further classical issues.
Introduction
Copper shows creep deformation at as low a temperature as 75 • C. A number of creep strain versus time curves have been recorded at this temperature. The appearance of the creep curves is quite similar to those recorded at higher temperatures. Distinct primary, secondary, and tertiary stages are found [1, 2] .
Recovery creep theory is the basis of our understanding of the mechanisms during plastic deformation at elevated temperatures. A stationary condition is obtained when there is balance between work hardening and recovery. At high temperatures, recovery is based on climb of dislocations that can move in a non-conservative way. In this way, dislocations of opposite sign can attract and annihilate each other. When the climb rate is estimated with the climb mobility derived by Hirth and Lothe [3] , the rate is so low at lower temperatures that it does not contribute significantly to the creep process. Any recovery must then be based on glide. It has also been assumed in general that the dislocation mobility is controlled by glide at low temperatures [1, 4] .
It is important to distinguish between two types of recovery: dynamic and static. The terminology for recovery varies in the literature. In this paper dynamic and static recovery are defined in the following way. Dynamic recovery occurs during deformation, where dislocations are forced together and in this way reduce the total dislocation content [5] . Static recovery is a time dependent process where dislocations of opposite sign attract each other and eventually annihilate [6] . The two types of recovery occur in parallel. In many papers, only one type of recovery is considered. Then it is usually assumed that dynamic recovery takes place during deformation at ambient temperatures and static recovery at high temperatures. However, there are important cases where both types of recovery must be taken into account. One such case is the creep of cold deformed materials [7] . For example, the extended tertiary stage that can appear in heavily cold worked material would be difficult to explain otherwise.
We can distinguish between three levels of recovery. In an ordinary tensile test at constant strain rate, the deformation stops when the load does not increase any more. In this case only dynamic recovery (strain controlled) takes place but no static recovery (time controlled). At high stresses close to the tensile strength at room temperature, logarithmic creep occurs in some alloys, for example austenitic stainless steels. Due to the logarithmic time dependence of the creep strain, the observable deformation ceases after some time. Although the mechanisms are not fully clarified [8, 9] , also some static recovery must be involved. However, the amount of static recovery is not sufficient to avoid a continuous increase in the dislocation density that will gradually block the creep deformation. The final level is creep of the type that occurs in copper. This process runs until rupture (i.e., continuous creep). Continuous static recovery must take place, otherwise the deformation would stop.
It has been assumed in the past that creep is controlled by glide at ambient or near ambient temperatures. As mentioned above, the simple reason is that the established expression for the climb mobility [3] has such a low value at near ambient temperatures that it gives a negligible contribution to creep and the natural alternative is glide. Although it is critical for the understanding of the creep mechanisms, it has never been verified that glide can be the controlling mechanism for creep at near ambient temperatures. There are two difficulties in verifying the role of glide. First, there has been no quantitative expression available for the glide mobility. However, such an expression will be derived in the present paper. Second, it is unclear whether static recovery can take place, which is essential for creep, just based on glide. Dislocation dynamics will be used to investigate that. Another complication is that a new expression for the climb mobility has recently been derived [10, 11] . This expression takes the role of strain-induced vacancies into account. The resulting expression provides a much larger value and gives a significant contribution to the creep process. Consequently, it is of vital importance to investigate if glide on its own can give rise to continuous creep.
The present paper will also analyze another classical problem in creep. In the literature, it has often been assumed that creep deformation is controlled by an effective stress σ eff acting on the dislocations
σ appl is the applied stress and σ i is an internal stress due to the forest of dislocations or a back stress as it often is referred to as well. Attempts have been made to measure the size of σ i in stress drop tests [12, 13] . When the steady state has been reached, the applied stress is reduced. If the creep rate is zero after the stress drop, the stress change is considered to correspond to the effective stress and the internal stress can be obtained. Many stress change experiments have been made, but different laboratories tend to get conflicting results, for a survey see [13] . For example, Ahlquist and Nix [14] obtained a σ i value that was about half of the applied stress, Cuddy [15] measured a value of 0.1-0.2 of the applied stress, whereas others have found it to be zero [16] .
The purpose of the present paper is to analyze creep deformation at low temperatures in copper using dislocation dynamics. This technique has the advantage that creep deformation can be simulated by taking only glide into account. In addition, the size of the internal stress can be evaluated directly. The material that will be investigated is oxygen free copper alloyed with about 50 ppm phosphorus (Cu-OFP). The material was chosen for the reason that its fundamental dislocation mobility has been derived and experimentally verified. Cu-OFP has improved mechanical properties in comparison to oxygen free copper without phosphorus (Cu-OF). Cu-OFP has higher creep strength. Cu-OFP has also better creep ductility, in some cases dramatically better [17, 18] . Cu-OFP is planned to be used in copper canisters for final disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The canisters will be placed about 500 m down in the bedrock. Copper was chosen because of its low corrosion rate in the reducing environment in the repository. Due to hydrostatic water pressure, the canisters will also be exposed to creep. The temperature in the repository will initially be close to 100 • C and will then decrease very slowly over hundreds of years. 
The Creep Mobility
A model for the secondary creep rate of Cu-OF and Cu-OFP was formulated some time ago [1] . It has been used to describe the creep rate in an approximate way as a function of stress for temperatures between 75 and 250 • C [2, 19, 20] . It has also been used for evaluating the creep rupture strength [21] . For oxygen free copper without phosphorus, the model takes the form
where σ is the applied stress and T the temperature. D s0 exp(-Q/RT) is the coefficient of self-diffusion, Q the activation energy for self-diffusion, b Burgers vector, G the shear modulus, m the Taylor factor, k B Boltzmann's constant, R the gas constant, α and c L constants, σ max the maximum stress level, and τ L the dislocation line tension. Equation (2) for the secondary creep rate is derived on the assumption of a balance between work hardening and static recovery. The influence of P is taken into account with the help of the break stress σ break for the dislocations to break away from the Cottrell atmospheres of P atoms [22, 23] .
σ break is given by the following expression
The integration is performed around a dislocation (±20 b). The expression for the P content around a dislocation c dyn P can be found in [22] . The maximum interaction energy between a P solute and a dislocation is [22, 24] .
ν is Poisson's ratio, Ω 0 the atomic volume, ε P the linear misfit for P atoms, and r core the dislocation core radius. f Q is a factor describing the influence of phosphorus on the activation energy. It is given by [23] f Q = e −U max P /RT (6) The model in Equation (2) is based on a combination of the climb and glide dislocation mobilities by setting up a unified model [25] . The basic expression for the climb mobility was derived by Hirth and Lothe [3] 
Due to the lack of basic expression for the glide mobility an empirical formula from Reference [26] 
where k, Q 2 , σ max , p, and q were unknown constants. By combining Equations (7) and (8), the constants k and Q 2 could be fixed. This meant that Q 2 became the activation energy for self-diffusion. It has been verified that this assumption works well for aluminum as well, see for example Reference [12] . According to the suggestions in Reference [26] , σ max should be the maximum stress in the system. It has been put to the tensile strength at room temperature. p = 2 and q = 1 was chosen following Chandler's [27] work on copper. For aluminum, p = 1 and q = 1 have mainly been used, but those values cannot represent the high creep exponent at low temperatures. The resulting expression for the glide mobility is
where the glide enhancement factor is given by 
The formula that was established in this way, Equation (2) , was postulated to represent the mobilities. The formula has now been used successfully for a number of years. It has been verified by direct comparison to creep rate and creep strength data. But it has also been used to model, for example, creep ductility [18] and creep crack growth [21] .
The copper canisters for spent nuclear fuel should remain intact for thousands of years. The canisters can be exposed to creep for very long periods. Since the expression for the dislocation mobilities are used to predict the creep rate in the canisters, it is essential to have a physically-based model for the glide mobility. Such a model will now be derived.
During deformation, jogs will be formed on the dislocations. During the motion of the dislocations, the jogs will have to move by climb, which is a slow process at low temperatures. This means that the dislocations will be slowed down due to the presence of jogs. Following Hirth and Lothe [3] , it will be assumed that it is the climb of the jogs that controls the speed of the gliding dislocations. This is a natural assumption since the jogs on the edge and screw dislocations that move by climb takes place at a speed that is orders of magnitude lower than if they move by glide.
When the jogs move and when dislocations intersect during plastic deformation, not only jogs are formed but also vacancies. The equilibrium excess of vacancies can be computed with the help of a model by Mecking and Estrin [28] . They estimated the number of vacancies produced mechanically in a unit volume per unit time as
The quantities in this expression have been explained above. A detailed derivation of Equation (11) shows that the constant should be 0.5, not 0.1 as in Reference [28] . The corresponding annihilation rate A for the excess vacancies is given by
c 0 is the equilibrium vacancy concentration and ∆c = c − c 0 is the excess concentration. D vac is the diffusion constant for the vacancies. λ is the spacing between vacancy sinks. We assume that this spacing corresponds to the distance between dislocations [28] .
ρ is the dislocation density and σ y the yield strength. Taylor's equation has been used in the second member.
α ≈ 0.2 is a constant, m = 3.06 the Taylor factor, G the shear modulus and b Burgers' vector. Assuming that the generation and annihilation rates match, we find by combining Equations (11)- (13), the following expression for the excess vacancy concentration
In deriving Equation (15) , the following relation for the self-diffusion coefficient D self has been used
Ω is the atomic volume. The creep rate is proportional to the self-diffusion coefficient, cf. Equation (2) . In turn, the self-diffusion coefficient is proportional to the vacancy concentration.
It is now assumed that the climb rate of the jogs is proportional to the total vacancy concentration. This is the same assumption as was made in Reference [28] . The average distance between jogs is related to the dislocation density as l jog = 1/ √ ρ. According to the Peach-Koehler formula, the force F on a dislocation is given by F = b σ l where l is the length of the dislocation. We have assumed that the jogs control the motion of the dislocations. If then l is taken as l jog , F is the force on each jog. This means that the stress on the jogs is enhanced by
The length of a jog is taken as the length of the Burgers vector. Using Taylor's equation where σ y is the yield strength. Equation (17) can be rewritten as
The glide rate is obtained by multiplying the climb mobility by the excess vacancy concentration, Equation (15) and the stress enhancement factor, Equation (18) . The glide enhancement factor becomes
If the glide rate is controlled by the climb rate of the jogs, g glide should represent the ratio between the glide mobility and the climb mobility of the dislocations. g glide should then be directly comparable to f enh in Equation (10) . Such a comparison is shown in Figure 1 . Comparison of the deformation induced increase in the vacancy concentration gglide, Equation (19) , that raises the climb rate with the expression for the climb glide enhancement factor fenh, Equation (10) . Results are presented for Cu-OFP at four strain rates.
The corresponding comparison at different temperatures is given in Figure 2 . Comparison of the deformation induced increase in the vacancy concentration g glide , Equation (19) , that raises the climb rate with the expression for the climb glide enhancement factor f enh , Equation (10) . Results are presented for Cu-OFP at four strain rates.
The corresponding comparison at different temperatures is given in Figure 2 . Comparison of the deformation induced increase in the vacancy concentration gglide, Equation (19) , that raises the climb rate with the expression for the climb glide enhancement factor fenh, Equation (10) . Results are presented for Cu-OFP at four strain rates.
The corresponding comparison at different temperatures is given in Figure 2 .
Figure 2.
Comparison of the deformation induced increase in the vacancy concentration gclimb, Equation (19) , that raises the glide rate with the expression for the climb glide enhancement factor fenh, Equation (10) . Results are presented for Cu-OFP at six temperatures. Comparison of the deformation induced increase in the vacancy concentration g climb , Equation (19) , that raises the glide rate with the expression for the climb glide enhancement factor f enh , Equation (10) . Results are presented for Cu-OFP at six temperatures.
It can be seen from Figures 1 and 2 that the ratio f enh in Equation (10) between the glide and the climb rate is very large at temperatures below 150 • C. It increases with increasing strain rate and decreasing temperature. The stress is chosen to give the stationary creep rate marked in the figure. The predictions based on the climb rate of the jogs g glide give almost identical results to those based on f enh over many orders of magnitude. This demonstrates that the jog model can explain the behavior of the glide rate and confirms the validity of expression for the dislocation glide mobility, Equation (9).
Dislocation Dynamics Method
Creep of copper at near ambient temperatures clearly reaches a stationary stage as discussed above. The obvious way to explain this behavior is that there is balance between work hardening and recovery. The work hardening part is well understood and is fairly straightforward to model. However, practically all models for recovery are based on the interaction of just a pair of dislocations. It is far from obvious that these models can be generalized to the complex networks of dislocations that appear in alloys. To handle these complex networks, dislocation dynamics must be utilized. Two-dimensional dislocation dynamics has been used to demonstrate that a large number of gliding and climbing dislocation actually follow the recovery model that is usually attributed to Friedel [29] . However, 2D dislocation dynamics involve only parallel dislocations. For a more detailed analysis, 3D dislocation dynamics must be used.
All dislocation dynamics simulations presented here were performed using the Parallel Dislocation Simulator (ParaDis) [30] code developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. ParaDis follows a nodal-based discretization scheme to simulate collective motion of dislocations. In this approach, dislocation lines are discretized into sets of straight segments of mixed character connected with discretization nodes. Each segment is characterized by its Burgers vector, glide plane normal and line direction [31] . As dislocation lines are properly discretized, the force acting on all dislocation segments are determined. Calculation of forces is followed by evaluation of dislocation velocities according to linear force-velocity relation applied in an over-damped regime. Once all segment velocities are calculated, all dislocation segments are allowed to move based on their velocities within a certain time step; their further positions are predicted by numerical integration of the equation of motion [32] . Detailed description of the line dislocation dynamics method can be found in Reference [33] .
Glide Controlled Creep of Copper at 75 • C

Dislocation Mobility
The glide mobility given in Equation (9) is used in the dislocation dynamics simulations. With the help of the glide mobility, the stationary creep rate can be obtained, cf. Equation (3). At an applied stress level of σ appl = 180 MPa and temperature T = 75 • C, the dislocation mobility and stationary creep rate are evaluated using Equations (9) and (3) Table A1 in Appendix A. The climb mobility at the considered temperature is negligible. Thus, the predicted value represents the glide mobility. Using the mobility in Equation (9) In derivation of the dislocation mobility in Equation (9), it is assumed that the full applied stress is acting on the dislocations. However, dislocation dynamics simulations reveal that during plastic deformation, considerable back stresses are acting on the dislocation lines. Thus, when the original value of glide mobility obtained from Equation (9) is used as input parameter, dislocation dynamics modeling yields significantly lower stationary creep rates than the value from Equations (2) and (3) due to the presence of an internal stress. To tackle this problem, the magnitude of glide mobility was increased over three orders of magnitude to balance the low effective stress and to reach the original value of stationary creep rate. Therefore, in addition to simulation of creep deformation of the singlecrystal copper with the original mobility value of Mglide = 2.89 × 10 −13 (Pa·s) −1 , dislocation dynamics simulations were performed with two higher glide mobilities of of Mglide = 8.67 × 10 −10 (Pa·s) −1 and Mglide = 1.44 × 10 −9 (Pa·s) −1 . The increase in glide mobility corresponds to the ratio between the applied stress and the effective stress in both the analyzed cases. When the simulations match the original value of the stationary creep rate, the correct value of the effective stress and thereby also the level of the internal stress have been found.
Dislocation Dynamics Simulation
A three-dimensional dislocation dynamics method was employed to demonstrate how creep deformation of copper at 75 °C can be governed by glide motion of dislocations. To do so, plastic deformation of single-crystal copper was modelled by applying constant tensile stress of σappl = 180 In derivation of the dislocation mobility in Equation (9), it is assumed that the full applied stress is acting on the dislocations. However, dislocation dynamics simulations reveal that during plastic deformation, considerable back stresses are acting on the dislocation lines. Thus, when the original value of glide mobility obtained from Equation (9) is used as input parameter, dislocation dynamics modeling yields significantly lower stationary creep rates than the value from Equations (2) and (3) due to the presence of an internal stress. To tackle this problem, the magnitude of glide mobility was increased over three orders of magnitude to balance the low effective stress and to reach the original value of stationary creep rate. Therefore, in addition to simulation of creep deformation of the single-crystal copper with the original mobility value of M glide = 2.89 × 10 −13 (Pa·s) −1 , dislocation dynamics simulations were performed with two higher glide mobilities of of M glide = 8.67 × 10 −10 (Pa·s) −1 and M glide = 1.44 × 10 −9 (Pa·s) −1 . The increase in glide mobility corresponds to the ratio between the applied stress and the effective stress in both the analyzed cases. When the simulations match the original value of the stationary creep rate, the correct value of the effective stress and thereby also the level of the internal stress have been found.
A three-dimensional dislocation dynamics method was employed to demonstrate how creep deformation of copper at 75 • C can be governed by glide motion of dislocations. To do so, plastic deformation of single-crystal copper was modelled by applying constant tensile stress of σ appl = 180 MPa along the [001] direction. Initial dislocation setup consisted of 865 straight dislocations of mixed character randomly distributed inside the cubic simulation volume with an edge length of 5 µm. The simulation box was subjected to three-dimensional period boundary conditions (PBCs) to mimic the bulk material. To resemble a non-deformed crystal, initial dislocation density over the simulation volume was set to ρ 0 = 4.1 × 10 13 m −2 .
The material parameters were set for copper as follows, shear modulus G = 42 GPa, Poisson's ratio ν = 0.31, and Burger vector b = 0.256 nm. Identical drag coefficient B and consequently the same glide mobility were used for both edge and screw dislocations. While screw dislocations may leave their original primary plane and cross slip to a secondary plane, climb motion of edge dislocation was hindered over the course of simulations. Therefore, edge dislocations were mostly confined to their {111} slip planes.
Simulations were performed with three different values of the glide mobility. The first set of simulations were conducted with an original mobility value of M glide = 2.89 × 10 −13 (Pa·s) −1 and the resultant response of the single-crystal is plotted in Figure 4 as plastic strain and plastic strain rate versus simulation time. There was an almost linear increase in strain with time. Figure 4b shows that the plastic strain rate and the creep rate decreased with time and eventually leveled off at around . ε = 1.0 × 10 −11 s −1 . This strain rate is 3 × 10 3 times less than the value predicted by Equations (2) and (3). The development of the dislocation density is shown in Figure 5 as a function of simulation time (a) and plastic strain (b). The dislocation density reached a fairly high value early in the simulation and then continued to grow. The general appearance of Figure 5a The development of the dislocation density is shown in Figure 5 as a function of simulation time (a) and plastic strain (b). The dislocation density reached a fairly high value early in the simulation and then continued to grow. The general appearance of Figure 5a ,b were similar, since the plastic strain approximately increased linearly with time, see Figure 4a .
To interpret these results, we considered the effective stress σ eff , Equation (1) . All the dislocations in the simulation generated a stress field. Each individual dislocation was exposed to a combination of these stress fields from surrounding dislocations in addition to the externally applied stress. These combined stress fields are referred to as the internal stress σ i . The value of the internal stress can be computed from the simulation. This is analyzed in the next section. The effective stress σ eff drives the motion of the dislocations. Since the computed strain rate was much less than the one evaluated from the mobility, it is natural to assume that the effective stress was much lower than the applied stress. To investigate this possibility, a new simulation was made with a mobility that was increased The development of the dislocation density is shown in Figure 5 as a function of simulation time (a) and plastic strain (b). The dislocation density reached a fairly high value early in the simulation and then continued to grow. The general appearance of Figure To interpret these results, we considered the effective stress σeff, Equation (1). All the dislocations in the simulation generated a stress field. Each individual dislocation was exposed to a combination of these stress fields from surrounding dislocations in addition to the externally applied stress. These combined stress fields are referred to as the internal stress σi. The value of the internal stress can be computed from the simulation. This is analyzed in the next section. The effective stress σeff drives the motion of the dislocations. Since the computed strain rate was much less than the one evaluated from the mobility, it is natural to assume that the effective stress was much lower than the applied stress. To investigate this possibility, a new simulation was made with a mobility that was increased by a factor 3 × 10 3 The strain increases with time in Figure 6a and the strain rate versus time curve in Figure 6b shows a decreasing creep rate with increasing time in the same way as in Figure 4a ,b. The dislocation density as a function of plastic strain in Figure 6b has also a similar appearance to that in Figure 5b . The final strain rate in Figure 6b is approximately The strain increases with time in Figure 6a and the strain rate versus time curve in Figure 6b shows a decreasing creep rate with increasing time in the same way as in Figure 4a ,b. The dislocation density as a function of plastic strain in Figure 6b has also a similar appearance to that in Figure 5b . The final strain rate in Figure 6b is approximately The strain increases with time in Figure 6a and the strain rate versus time curve in Figure 6b shows a decreasing creep rate with increasing time in the same way as in Figure 4a ,b. The dislocation density as a function of plastic strain in Figure 6b has also a similar appearance to that in Figure 5b . The final strain rate in Figure 6b is approximately . ε = 2.7 × 10 −8 s −1 . This value is almost identical to that estimated from Equations (2) and (3). Since large strains cannot be obtained in the simulation, a stationary condition was not reached. However, since the variation of the dislocation density as a function of time was modest, Figure 7a , the results can be said to represent a quasi-stationary condition. By employing a higher glide mobility in the second set of calculations, a creep rate close to the ones corresponding to observations was obtained, see Figure 3 . Figure 8a ,b shows the results of the third set of simulations where deformation of the single-crystal was modeled with a glide mobility of M glide = 1.44 × 10 −9 (Pa·s) −1 , which represents a further increase of 1.67 in the mobility. Figure 6 (i.e., the same as the increase in the mobility). It is obvious that the predicted creep rate was approximately linear with the mobility in the considered range. It was the purpose of the second increase to demonstrate the linearity. The dislocation density versus time and plastic strain curves are not shown, since their appearance was almost identical to the corresponding curves in Figure 7 .
Dislocation dynamics simulation results shown in Figure 4 to Figure 8 demonstrate that singlecrystal copper experiences creep deformation only by glide motion of dislocations under constant stress.
Evaluation of Effective Stresses
Effective stresses acting on the dislocation lines can be calculated directly using dislocation dynamics simulation results. The existing relation between velocity of dislocations, V, and effective stress, eff  , acting on dislocations is as follows:
where Mglide and b represent the glide mobility and the magnitude of Burgers vector, respectively. The mean value of effective stresses along each of three directions (i.e., x, y and z) is calculated using generated velocity data extracted from the dislocation dynamics results for the three sets of glide mobilities, see Table 1 . The external stress is applied in the z direction. Effective stresses are calculated at three stages of deformation: early, intermediate, and final stages corresponding to plastic strains of 0.02%, 0.06%, and maximum computed strain. The absolute values of effective stresses are in general more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the applied stress. The amount of scatter in the results can be estimated from the average values in the x and y directions, which should be Similar to the previous calculations with lower mobility values in Figures 4 and 6 , plastic strain rate decreased during deformation of the single-crystal to finally a constant value of almost . ε = 4.5 × 10 −8 s −1 . This was an increase with a factor of 1.67 in comparison with that in Figure 6 (i.e., the same as the increase in the mobility). It is obvious that the predicted creep rate was approximately linear with the mobility in the considered range. It was the purpose of the second increase to demonstrate the linearity. The dislocation density versus time and plastic strain curves are not shown, since their appearance was almost identical to the corresponding curves in Figure 7 .
Dislocation dynamics simulation results shown in Figure 4 to Figure 8 demonstrate that single-crystal copper experiences creep deformation only by glide motion of dislocations under constant stress.
Effective stresses acting on the dislocation lines can be calculated directly using dislocation dynamics simulation results. The existing relation between velocity of dislocations, V, and effective stress, σ eff , acting on dislocations is as follows:
where M glide and b represent the glide mobility and the magnitude of Burgers vector, respectively. The mean value of effective stresses along each of three directions (i.e., x, y and z) is calculated using generated velocity data extracted from the dislocation dynamics results for the three sets of glide mobilities, see Table 1 . The external stress is applied in the z direction. Effective stresses are calculated at three stages of deformation: early, intermediate, and final stages corresponding to plastic strains of 0.02%, 0.06%, and maximum computed strain. The absolute values of effective stresses are in general more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the applied stress. The amount of scatter in the results can be estimated from the average values in the x and y directions, which should be zero. It is obvious that the scatter in the values is many times larger than the estimated effective stress in the section on glide controlled creep that was 180 × 10 6 /3000 = 0.6 × 10 5 Pa. From Table 1 , one can conclude that the true value of the effective stress is not larger than the estimated value 0.6 × 10 5 Pa.
Effect of Change in the Applied Stress
In this section, the effect of a rapid change in the applied creep stress on the stress acting on dislocations (i.e., effective stress) is examined. To do so, the applied stress is instantly reduced from 180 MPa to 160 MPa during plastic deformation. In the first stage of deformation, the single-crystal undergoes creep deformation at constant stress level of 180 MPa and in the second stage the material deforms at a lower stress level of 160 MPa. In Figure 9 , the influence of the stress change on the strain rate is illustrated. The same glide mobilities of M glide = 8.67 × 10 −10 (Pa·s) −1 and M glide = 1.44 × 10 −9 (Pa·s) −1 as in the section on glide controlled creep were used. The plastic strain rate exhibited an abrupt reduction as the applied stress changed from 180 to 160 MPa. It is obvious that the scatter in the values is many times larger than the estimated effective stress in the section on glide controlled creep that was 180 × 10 6 /3000 = 0.6 × 10 5 Pa. From Table 1 , one can conclude that the true value of the effective stress is not larger than the estimated value 0.6 × 10 5 Pa.
In this section, the effect of a rapid change in the applied creep stress on the stress acting on dislocations (i.e., effective stress) is examined. To do so, the applied stress is instantly reduced from 180 MPa to 160 MPa during plastic deformation. In the first stage of deformation, the single-crystal undergoes creep deformation at constant stress level of 180 MPa and in the second stage the material deforms at a lower stress level of 160 MPa. In Figure 9 , the influence of the stress change on the strain rate is illustrated. The same glide mobilities of Mglide = 8.67 × 10 −10 (Pa·s) −1 and Mglide = 1.44 × 10 −9 (Pa·s) −1 as in the section on glide controlled creep were used. The plastic strain rate exhibited an abrupt reduction as the applied stress changed from 180 to 160 MPa. In Figure 10 , the strain rate versus time at the lower stress 160 MPa is shown. The results in Figure 9a after the stress drop and in Figure 10 at the corresponding times were very close. Obviously, the effect of the previous deformation was weak. In Figure 10 , the strain rate versus time at the lower stress 160 MPa is shown. The results in Figure 9a after the stress drop and in Figure 10 at the corresponding times were very close. Obviously, the effect of the previous deformation was weak. Evaluation of effective stresses acting on dislocations is performed at the three illustrated points in Figure 9 . Point 1 corresponds to the first stage, i.e., σappl = 180 MPa, and points 2 and 3 correspond to the second stage of deformation, i.e., σappl = 160 MPa. Table 2 shows predicted mean effective stresses acting on dislocation lines along each of three x, y, and z directions at three illustrated points in Figure 9a ,b. Table 2 . The calculated mean effective stresses at the three illustrated points in Figure 9 . The scatter in the average effective stresses in Table 2 is of the same order as in Table 1 . This means that the internal stress is at the same level as the applied stress also directly after the stress change. Thus, there is no evidence that the internal stress has any direct memory of the earlier applied stress.
Discussion
A fundamental expression for the climb mobility of dislocations, Equation (7), has been available for a long time [3] . A corresponding basic expression for glide has not been possible to find. Instead, a number of authors have used the empirical expression in Equation (8) or a similar one from Reference [26] . Since it involves a number of unknown constants, it cannot be used for making predictions. As described in section on the creep mobility, to solve this problem a unified climb and glide mobility was set up. This immediately fixed some of the unknown constants and the remainder of the parameters could be chosen by general arguments. The resulting semi-empirical expression has successfully been used in a number of publications for different applications.
In the present paper, the semi-empirical model was analyzed by deriving the glide rate at low temperatures. It was assumed that the glide rate is controlled by the climb rate of jogs on the dislocations. At low temperatures, the climb rate is enhanced by an excess concentration of vacancies that is generated during the creep deformation. The derived glide rate is almost identical to the results Evaluation of effective stresses acting on dislocations is performed at the three illustrated points in Figure 9 . Point 1 corresponds to the first stage, i.e., σ appl = 180 MPa, and points 2 and 3 correspond to the second stage of deformation, i.e., σ appl = 160 MPa. Table 2 shows predicted mean effective stresses acting on dislocation lines along each of three x, y, and z directions at three illustrated points in Figure 9a ,b. Table 2 . The calculated mean effective stresses at the three illustrated points in Figure 9 . The scatter in the average effective stresses in Table 2 is of the same order as in Table 1 . This means that the internal stress is at the same level as the applied stress also directly after the stress change. Thus, there is no evidence that the internal stress has any direct memory of the earlier applied stress.
In the present paper, the semi-empirical model was analyzed by deriving the glide rate at low temperatures. It was assumed that the glide rate is controlled by the climb rate of jogs on the dislocations. At low temperatures, the climb rate is enhanced by an excess concentration of vacancies that is generated during the creep deformation. The derived glide rate is almost identical to the results from the semi-empirical glide mobility, Figures 1 and 2 , which fully verifies this expression for the glide mobility. It is possible to verify the validity of Equation (10) in an alternative way by relating it more directly to the climb rate [10, 11] .
Using the (verified) expression for glide mobility, creep deformation has been simulated with the help of dislocation dynamics. In these simulations, glide and cross glide have been taken into account, but not climb. Although it has not been possible to reach more than about 0.1% strain in the simulation, an apparent quasi-stationary condition with a fairly constant dislocation density was reached. The simulations show that pure glide can give rise to creep at low temperatures, which has been assumed in the literature for a number of years, see for example References [1, 4] .
In modelling creep deformation, a back stress or internal stress is often assumed. Many authors have considered the back stress in pure metals to be a physical quantity that can be measured with the help of stress drop tests, see for example References [14, 34] . However, from the dislocation dynamics simulations one finds that the internal stress is almost identical to the applied stress. It was demonstrated that this is the case even directly after a stress drop. A direct measurement of the internal stress is then not possible. The concept of back stress can still be useful. It can be defined in many ways. But, it is not accessible to direct measurement, and many authors have realized this, see for example References [12, 35] . The investigated situation does not cover the case when a stable substructure is present, which may take a longer time to relax. This is for example the case in 9% Cr-steels, where the sub-boundaries are stabilized by M 23 C 6 carbides [36] .
Conclusions
The glide rate of dislocations in copper at low temperatures is much higher than the climb rate. The glide rate has been derived based on the assumption that it is controlled by the climb of the jogs on the dislocations. The derived expression for the glide rate is in good accordance with a previously presented semi-empirical expression for the glide mobility.
This gives a fundamental understanding of the controlling creep mechanisms at near ambient temperatures, which is essential for example for the application of copper in canisters for disposal of spent nuclear waste.
Low temperature creep in copper has been simulated with dislocation dynamics (DD) taking glide but not climb into account. In the DD simulation a plastic strain of about 0.1% was reached. In spite of the low strain, the strain rate and the dislocation density reached an apparent quasi-stationary condition. It supports that creep at low temperatures can be controlled by glide alone.
Each dislocation in the DD simulations was exposed to an internal stress from surrounding dislocations. In the load direction, the internal stress was almost equal to the applied stress. In the investigated case, the difference between the applied and the internal stress, the effective stress, was only 1/3000 of the applied stress. This was taken into account in the simulation.
The effect of stress drop in the simulations was investigated. It turned out that the effective stress directly after the stress drop was as small as at constant stress. Obviously, the internal stress immediately adapts to the new stress level. 
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